Electrostatic Protein Immobilization Using Charged Polyacrylamide Gels and Cationic Detergent Microfluidic Western Blotting
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ABSTRACT: We report a novel protein immobilization matrix for fully integrated microfluidic Western blotting (WB). The electrostatic immobilization gel (EIG) enables immobilization of all proteins sized using cetyl trimethylammonium bromide polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (CTAB-PAGE), for subsequent electrophoretic probing with detection reagents (e.g., labeled antibodies). The “pan-analyte” capture strategy introduced here uses polyacrylamide gel casted with concentrated point charges, in contrast to existing microfluidic WB strategies that rely on a sandwich immunoassay format for analyte immobilization and detection. Sandwich approaches limit analyte immobilization to capture of only a priori known targets. A charge interaction mechanism study supports the hypothesis that electrostatic interaction plays a major role in analyte immobilization on the EIG. We note that protein capture efficiency depends on both the concentration of copolymerized charges and ionic strength of the gel buffer. We demonstrate pan-analyte immobilization of sized CTAB-laden model proteins (protein G, ovalbumin, bovine serum albumin, β-galactosidase, lactoferrin) on the EIG with initial capture efficiencies ranging from 21 to 100%. Target proteins fixed on the EIG (protein G, lactoferrin) are detected using antibody probes with signal-to-noise ratios of 34 to 275. The approach advances protein immunoblotting performance through 200× reduction on sample consumption, 12× reduction in assay duration, and automated assay operation, compared to slab-gel WB. Using the microfluidic WB assay, assessment of lactoferrin in human tear fluid is demonstrated with a goal of advancing toward nonbiopsy-based diagnosis of Sjögren’s Syndrome, an autoimmune disease.
range of buffer compatibilities, unlike covalent bonding where widely used amine-containing buffers (e.g., Tris-glycine) interfere with immobilization chemistries. If the benefits of PA gels and electrostatic adsorption are combined, solid supports for effective protein immobilization can be yielded.

Although slab-gel WB is one of the most widely used methods in life science and biotechnology, the WB has been changed little since its introduction in 1979:2 the vast majority of research utilizes the benchtop wet format that consumes copious samples (1–40 μg), runs slowly (1–2 days), and requires labor-intensive manual operation of multiple disconnected steps. Recently, notable improvements have been made to the slab-gel WB. Microwestern arrays offer a combination of WB and microarray technology for excellent multiplexing capability.4 However, this approach takes longer than the slab-gel WB and requires manual handling of separate instruments including an expensive microarrayer. In a “μWB” method, a PDMS microfluidic network is manually overlaid over protein blots on a membrane to perform multiplexed immunoblotting. Prior to the immunoblotting, conventional sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and electrotransfer steps are completed manually. Recent work in capillary-based systems includes concatenation of capillary gel electrophoresis with blotting of effluent analyte peaks on a moving blotting membrane.17 To minimize manual handling and integrate multiple assay steps in one instrument, our lab has recently introduced a completely microfluidic design strategy for WB.12–15 After on-chip native PAGE, protein peaks are transferred through antibodies immobilized in a polyacrylamide gel.15,15 All functional gel elements are housed in a microchamber (~1 × 1 mm2) of a glass chip. Owing to automated electrophoretic protein manipulation, the entire WB procedure is completed in ~5 min with minimal manual intervention. Sample consumption is also miniscule (0.01 to 0.5 μg). Although performance gains are made, the microfluidic WB approaches to date have critical limitations.12–15 Chiefly, by relying on a priori immobilized antibodies, only explicitly targeted proteins, not all sized species, are captured and detected. Moreover, detergent-based separations such as SDS-PAGE are difficult to integrate with subsequent antibody-based protein peak capture, owing to reduced affinity between surfactant-coated proteins and the immobilized antibodies.

To surmount protein immobilization shortcomings that have limited advances in completely integrated microfluidic WB, we introduce and characterize a novel protein immobilization based on electrostatic interaction with charge-functionalized PA gels. We elucidate the nature of strong protein immobilization in the presence of surfactant, through study of the immobilization mechanism. The unique features of the electrostatic immobilization gel (EIG) introduced here include adjustable protein immobilization strength and effective protein capture achieved by copolymerization of charged zwitterionic macromolecules. In a second contribution, we integrate the EIG with surfactant-based protein sizing to broaden the relevance and advance the capabilities of microfluidic WB. The EIG is used as a protein immobilization matrix after cationic detergent CTAB (cetyl trimethylammonium bromide)-based protein sizing.19–24 Importantly, the EIG enables pan-analyte (nonspecific) capture of detergent-treated proteins via electrostatic interaction while conserving M information and allowing subsequent target probing by electrophoretically introduced antibodies. The EIG is integrated with a loading gel and separation gel in a 2-D microchamber architecture through photopatterning. Thus, no discernible material or information losses arise at the interface of neighboring gel regions unlike macroscale WB. CTAB-PAGE offers log-linear $M$ vs mobility information at sizing completion while retaining some degree of antibody affinity to CTAB-coated proteins,22–28 thus obviating explicit protein renaturation steps. Further, CTAB-PAGE offers a log-linear $M$ vs mobility range wider than SDS-PAGE25 and can accurately size proteins migrating anomalously in SDS-PAGE.19,21,23,24 Using the new platform technology, we successfully assay lactoferrin (LF), a putative biomarker of autoimmune dysfunction, in a complex biological matrix (i.e., human tear fluid). Our new microfluidic approach is a promising WB technology for protein research in an automated, low-sample consuming and high-throughput format while maintaining the hallmark high specificity and assay versatility (e.g., various postzising protein staining methods) of conventional WB.

## EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

### Reagents and Samples.

Protein G (PG, 20 kDa), ovalbumin (OVA, 45 kDa), and bovine serum albumin (BSA, 68 kDa) were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Phosphorylase b (97.2 kDa), α-actinin (αA, 95 kDa), and β-gal* (indicates β-galactosidase monomer, 116 kDa, not to be confused with tetramer “β-gal”) were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). S100B (10.5 kDa) and lactoferrin (LF, 78 kDa) were from Abcam (Cambridge, MA). All the proteins were purchased with fluorophore conjugation or conjugated in-house with Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s instruction. Rabbit polyclonal anti-PG (Abcam) and goat polyclonal anti-LF (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX) were conjugated in-house with Alexa Fluor 568 (Invitrogen). The proteins and antibodies were all solubilized in Tricine-arginine (TA) buffer (0.13X, 1X, 7.5X concentrations depending on assay). For 1X TA buffer, 125 mM Tricine is brought to pH 8.2 using 1 M arginine stock solution (all from Sigma). For LF analysis, LF in healthy patient tears was depleted using immunoprecipitation (see Karns and Herr25 and Supporting Information therein for detail) and LF of known concentration was spiked into the processed tears. CTAB (Sigma, 0.1–0.2% for purified samples and 0.7% for tear fluid) was added to the protein samples 15 min before loading.

### Fabrication of the EIG in a Glass Microfluidic Device.

The fabrication processes for wet etched glass microfluidic chips (Figure S-1a, Supporting Information) and photopatterning of PA gel regions in a glass microdevice (Figure S-1b, Supporting Information) are described in the Supporting Information and previous studies.12–15 All PA gels used in this study were photopolymerized using acrylamide/bisacrylamide (Sigma, 3.3% w/w cross-linker) with 0.2% w/v photoinitiator (VA-086, Wako Chemical, Richmond, VA). To fabricate EIGs (Figure 1a) for electrostatic protein immobilization, charged moieties were included in the polymer precursor solution. For the charge density study, the EIG was copolymerized with zwitterionic macromolecules: β-gal (β-galactosidase tetramer, 465 kDa, Sigma) or IgG (Abcam, mouse monoclonal anti-CRP). For comparison, acrylamido buffer (Immobiline, pH = 3.6, GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) was also copolymerized. Biotinylated β-gal and IgG were copolymerized in PA gel using a 3.8 μM streptavidin acrylamide linker (Invitrogen) in 1X TA buffer. While β-gal was purchased biotinylated, IgG was biotinylated using a commercial biotinylation kit (Pierce Biotechnology, Madison, WI).
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Positively charged CTAB—protein complexes are electrophoresed to the EIG and immobilized. Varying (b) charge and (c) buffer properties allows investigation of protein immobilization on the EIG. Protein retention is assessed before and after protein immobilization under varying EIG conditions. (b) Charge density of the EIG was varied by modifying copolymerized $\beta$-gal concentration (circle) or Immobiline concentration (triangle). Open symbols denote BSA and solid symbols denote PG. (c) Debye length of the EIG pores was varied by modifying ionic strength of gel buffer.

**Figure 1.** Charged PA gel allows electrostatic immobilization of surfactant-coated proteins. (a) The EIG is composed of an anionic capture moiety copolymerized using streptavidin–biotin linker (not to scale). Positively charged CTAB–protein complexes are electrophoresed to the EIG and immobilized. Varying (b) charge and (c) buffer properties allows investigation of protein immobilization on the EIG. Protein retention is assessed before and after protein immobilization under varying EIG conditions. (b) Charge density of the EIG was varied by modifying copolymerized $\beta$-gal concentration (circle) or Immobiline concentration (triangle). Open symbols denote BSA and solid symbols denote PG. (c) Debye length of the EIG pores was varied by modifying ionic strength of gel buffer.

**Figure 2.** Charged PA gel for postsizing pan-analyte capture in a microfluidic WB. (a) A central microchamber is surrounded by microchannels for sample/reagent introduction and transport with minimal dispersion using electric field control (access holes #1 to #8). (b) To integrate sizing with nonspecific protein capture, photopatterning is used to fabricate spatially distinct functional PA gel regions: loading gel for protein loading, separation gel for CTAB-PAGE, and EIG for protein transfer and immobilization followed by antibody probing. (c) Multiple WB assay steps are integrated in the microchamber: Step 1, protein sample plug injection; Step 2, CTAB-PAGE protein separation and sizing; Step 3, electrotransfer and nonspecific blotting of separated proteins in the EIG; Step 4, blocking of nonspecific antibody binding sites on EIG; Step 5, injection of antibody probe and readout of immunoblot.

**Automated Microfluidic Assay Control.** Electrophoretic protein migration is controlled by applying a sequence of voltages and currents via 8 access holes (Figure 2a) using a custom built, 8 channel high-voltage sequencer. A typical voltage/current program for the EIG characterization (protein loading, separation, transfer) and WB assay (protein loading, separation, transfer, blocking, immunoblotting) is shown in Table S-1, Supporting Information. A major difference in the assay procedure from previous work is "priming" of the separation axis (Figure 2b) with CTAB. CTAB is not added to the gel precursor solution prior to photopolymerization because CTAB interferes with polymerization. CTAB (0.1–0.5%, depending on assay) is loaded to access holes #1, #2, and #3 and electrophoretically introduced into sample loading channels (from access hole #2 and #3) for 10 min. Then, CTAB is injected as a narrow band to define the separation axis for 10 min before protein sample loading. Addition of detergent in the sample loading channels and along the separation axis prevents unwanted interaction between positively charged CTAB–protein complexes and hydrolyzed PA gel matrix, which would result in band dispersion.

**Fluorescence Imaging and Image Analysis.** An epifluorescence microscope (IX-70, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) was used for data collection via a Peltier-cooled CCD camera (CoolSNAP HQ2, 1392 × 1030 resolution, Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). Imaging was conducted using a 100 W mercury lamp (Olympus), 10× objective (UPlanFL, NA = 0.3, Olympus), 0.63× demagnifier (Diagnostic Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights, MI), and XF100-3 and XF111-2 filter sets (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT). Images were captured under 200 ms exposure time and 4 × 4 pixel binning. Image analysis used ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, Maryland) with background subtraction (50 pixel rolling-ball radius). Protein material was quantified using the area under the curve (AUC) from fluorescence micrographs. The curve, a function of $x$, is generated from a y-axis intensity average of the two-dimensional fluorescence image. Protein capture efficiency was calculated from material retention on the EIG. Material retention was defined as the ratio (%) of the fluorescence signal from protein zones before (in the separation gel) and after.
immobilization (in the EIG) as seen in Figure S-2c, Supporting Information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of EIG for Protein Immobilization and Binding Mechanism Study. To yield a versatile photopatternable material for strong analyte immobilization, β-gal was incorporated into a photopatterned PA gel (Figure 1a). The total number of negative surface charges on β-gal is significant (−160e) in TA buffer (pH = 8.2) owing to the low pI point (4.61) and large Mr (465 kDa) of the β-gal macromolecule. To fully characterize protein immobilization on the EIG, two physicochemical properties, charge density and buffer ionic strength, were varied and protein capture efficiency was quantified using model proteins PG (600 nM) and BSA (180 nM). We first assessed protein capture efficiency for an EIG created by charge grafting of β-gal at increasing concentrations. Four WB chips with EIG copolymerized (180 nM). We first assessed protein capture efficiency for an alternate approach to charge grafting. PG and BSA were solubilized in 0.1% CTAB and loaded through the loading gel, separated into two bands in the separation gel, and transferred and immobilized on the EIG (Figure S-2b, Supporting Information). After immobilization, a horizontal electric field was applied for 30 min to remove residual and free CTAB from the EIG. Material retention for both PG (solid circle) and BSA (open circle) increased with increasing charge density up to 1.6 μM β-gal with capture efficiencies plateauing at this concentration (Figure 1b). The result agreed with previous studies, where protein capture improved with increasing charge density on the interacting surface of opposite polarity. We also noted immobilization of BSA even with 0 μM β-gal in the EIG, attributed to negative charges resulting from PA hydrolysis in the alkaline buffer conditions.

After observing effective protein capture in PA gels copolymerized with β-gal, we next compared capture efficiencies with an alternate approach to charge grafting. Immobiline are often used to create stationary charge gradient in PA gels. We employed acidic Immobilines (pK = 3.6) to impart negative charges to the EIG at pH 8.2. As shown in Figure 1b, for 0.1 mM Immobiline, the capture efficiencies for both PG (2.2%, closed triangle) and BSA (8.5%, open triangle) were close to that of the negative control for the β-gal EIG (0 μM β-gal, circles). At an increased Immobiline concentration of 1 mM, high stationary charges resulted in concentration polarization (i.e., electrical current at access hole #5 dropped to 45% of the initial value immediately), making electrophoretic protein immobilization assay challenging. At 1 mM Immobiline, the capture efficiency for PG was similar to 0.5 μM β-gal (9.6%), while that for BSA remained similar to the 0 μM β-gal case (10.4%). At higher charge densities (e.g., 10 mM Immobiline), protein immobilization could not be performed, owing to strong concentration polarization (i.e., the current at access hole #5 dropped to <10% of the initial value immediately). Noting that the net charge density on the 0.5 μM β-gal EIG was estimated to be 0.08 mM, the β-gal EIG provided much stronger protein capture than the Immobiline EIG for a given charge density. We attribute the stronger capture to the charge distribution in the gel pores. Dimensional analysis indicates that 1 molecule of β-gal is immobilized in each pore for a 0.5 μM β-gal EIG (6% T); β-gal acts as a concentrated point charge (~160e per molecule). In contrast, ~140 singly charged Immobiline molecules (for 1 mM concentration) are likely distributed throughout the pores.

The electrostatic interaction with a CTAB–protein complex thus may be more diffuse in origin, and the resultant force may be smaller than the β-gal case (Figure S-3, Supporting Information). To further investigate this hypothesis, EIG copolymerized with 1.6 μM of IgG (150 kDa, pI point can be as low as 5.3) was used to immobilize BSA. The capture efficiency for BSA was 76.7%, 29 s after immobilization. At the same elapsed time, the capture efficiency for BSA was 55.0% on 1.6 μM β-gal EIG. Although the IgG EIG yielded more efficient capture of BSA, the β-gal EIG was chosen for the charged moiety, owing to cross-reactivity of IgG with specific targets. In summary, copolymerization of β-gal with the PA gel yielded a strong, stationary charge bearing region.

We next varied the buffer ionic strength in the EIG to assess the impact of the electric double layer (EDL) in the EIG pores on protein capture. Variation of ionic strength decouples electrostatic contributions from other binding mechanisms (e.g., hydrophobic interactions), thus allowing assessment of electrostatic interaction as the dominant binding mechanism. As Debye length (EDL thickness) decreases with increasing buffer ionic strength, protein capture efficiencies are hypothesized to diminish, owing to enhanced charge shielding. Three EIGs with a fixed β-gal concentration (0.2 μM) but increasing ionic strength TA buffer (0.13×, 1×, and 7.57×) were fabricated, and protein capture was characterized. The ionic strengths for the three buffer conditions were 115.4, 16.4, and 4.5 mM for 7.57×, 1.0×, and 0.13× TA buffer + 0.1% CTAB, respectively. An important corollary consideration was the surface charge dependence of CTAB–protein complexes on buffer ionic strength, as this dependence should also affect protein capture. Therefore, the relative magnitudes of surface charges for PG and BSA in the three buffer conditions were obtained for comparison using Menon’s approach (see Supporting Information). For PG, the surface charge ratios were 2.30, 1.0, and 0.65, and for BSA, they were 2.38, 1.0, and 0.65 for 7.57× 1.0×, and 0.13× buffer concentrations, respectively (Table S-2, Supporting Information); the surface charge increased as ionic strength increased. As shown in Figure 1c, even with increasing surface charge, protein capture decreased with increasing buffer ionic strength (enhanced charge shielding). The trend observed here supports the hypothesis that electrostatic interaction is the dominant mechanism of protein capture on the EIG. Through the charge interaction studies, we noted that the capture efficiency can be adjusted by charge density and/or buffer ionic strength. For development of the WB assay with an integrated EIG region for pan-analyte capture, we selected EIG copolymerized with 1.6 μM β-gal, owing to the high protein capture efficiency (Figure 1b).

Demonstration and Characterization of Microfluidic WB Assay Integrated with EIG. After establishing the protein immobilization performance, we integrated the EIG with CTAB-PAGE to yield an integrated microfluidic WB (Figure 2b). As detailed in Figure 2c, the microfluidic device seamlessly integrates five WB assay steps: (1) electrophoretic injection of a narrow protein sample zone, (2) CTAB-PAGE, (3) electrotransfer and electrostatic protein blotting, (4) blocking of nonspecific antibody binding sites on EIG, and (5) antibody-based probing of all immobilized protein bands. Step 1 initiated with “priming” of the separation axis (Figure 2b) with run buffer 1× TA + 0.1% CTAB. After priming, protein ladder was electrophoretically loaded to a double-T injection junction (Figure 2a) to create and inject a narrowly defined
protein zone (plug). The protein ladder consisted of 200 nM each of PG, OVA, BSA and $\alpha$A. The protein plug was injected along the separation axis. In contrast to an SDS-PAGE system, positively charged CTAB–protein complexes migrated from the anode to cathode. A discontinuous 3-to-6%T gel created a sample stacking interface at the head of the separation axis (Figure 2b) to minimize injection dispersion as CTAB-PAGE commenced; the injected analyte zone width, defined as $\pm 2\sigma$ of a Gaussian fit, was reduced by 57% (493 to 213 $\mu$m) upon electromigration through the stacking interface.

Step 2 commenced when the sample plug entered the separation gel (6%T). CTAB-PAGE separated proteins and yielded protein size information. Upon application of an electric field ($E = 47$ V·cm$^{-1}$), the protein plug was fully resolved (i.e., separation resolution or SR $\geq 1.5$ for the least resolved BSA-OVA peaks) in an elapsed time of 36 s (Figure 3a). The separation length needed for completion of the sizing assay was 1496 $\mu$m, defined by the fastest peak position (PG) when the least resolved peak pair was at SR = 1.5. Both the fast sizing and short separation distances needed were attributed to the low injection dispersion by stacking and reasonably high electric field. Separation of the protein ladder yielded a log–linear $M_r$ vs mobility relation ($y = -1.96 \times 10^{10}x + 5.33, R^2 = 0.997, n = 5$, Figure 3b). $M_r$ of unknown species was also accurately predicted using a log–linear $M_r$ vs mobility curve. In a separate PAGE experiment, five ladder proteins, S100B, OVA, BSA, phosphorylase b, and $\beta$-gal*, were used to yield a log–linear $M_r$ vs mobility relation. LF protein (78 kDa) comigrated with the ladder, and $M_r$ of the LF was predicted using mobility data ($M_r = 78.8$ kDa, 1.0% error).

Step 3 consists of transfer and blotting, which is composed of both electrophoretic transfer of sized species and pan-analyte protein capture on the EIG. For characterization of Step 3 and later steps, new ladder composition of PG (260 or 600 nM), OVA (220 nM), BSA (80 nM), and $\beta$-gal* (100 nM) was used. Application of a transverse electric field across the micro-chamber (lateral dimension) allowed all sized proteins to be electrotransferred from the separation gel to the EIG in 31 s (Figure 3c). Electrostatic interaction with the EIG resulted in compression (i.e., enrichment, 25%, 56%, and 65% peak-width reduction for PG, OVA, and BSA, respectively) and subsequent immobilization of the sized analyte zones. The material retention on the EIG was 92%, 100%, 66%, and 21% for PG, OVA, BSA, and $\beta$-gal*, respectively, at the immobilization (31 s time point). The capture efficiency in standard SDS slab gel and nitrocellulose membrane is observed to be comparable: ranging from 89 to 29% for 30 to 98 kDa proteins. In contrast to previous work, where only one or two targeted analyte(s) was captured in each blotting region, all CTAB–protein complexes were immobilized. Consequently, probing is analogous to conventional WB in that detection antibodies in free solution (i.e., not copolymerized matched pair antibody) are introduced to the blotting membrane (EIG) after electrotransfer. During electrotransfer, a portion of select high surface charge proteins (e.g., $\beta$-gal*, BSA) was retained in the CTAB-PAGE separation gel. We speculate that the retention arises from protein interaction with hydrolyzed PA gel. Immobilization of analytes with minimal loss of sizing information is crucial for WB. SR losses from CTAB-PAGE to immobilization on the EIG were 1.5% to 10%; see variation SR values in fluorescence intensity graphs of Figure 3c and in Table S-3, Supporting Information. Both the capture efficiency and the penetration distance into the EIG can be optimized for each analyte. PG, the smallest $M_r$ species (lowest surface charge), was retained well (200 $\mu$m penetration distance) within the width of the EIG (550 $\mu$m). An increased charge density on the EIG would likely result in higher capture efficiency and shorter penetration depths for smaller $M_r$ species (e.g., <20 kDa). Alternatively, wider EIG regions can be fabricated.

In Step 4, a lateral electric field ($E = 45$ V·cm$^{-1}$) was applied to drive free CTAB out of the EIG and introduce blocking reagent. Prior to commencing this step, fresh buffer solution was added to access holes #6 and #7 (Figure 2a). Step 4 prepared the EIG for subsequent introduction of probing (detection) antibodies. The electrophoretic “wash” to remove free CTAB minimized association of CTAB with antibody probes, introduced in Step 5. CTAB complexing with antibody probes contributed to significant background signal. During
the extended application of the electric field for the wash step (30 min), material capture was reduced to 11%, 29%, 13%, and 5% for PG, OVA, BSA, and β-gal*, respectively, because of competition between off rate of the protein binding to the EIG and electromigration out of the microchamber. Similar material retention has been observed during electrophoresis to nitrocellulose membranes in conventional slab-gel WB. To block nonspecific antibody binding EIG sites, unlabeled 1% w/v BSA was electrophoretically injected to the EIG for 15 min (E = 45 V cm⁻¹) using reverse polarity (i.e., BSA is negatively charged in nondetergent condition). After the 10 min blocking incubation, a reverse field was applied for 15 min to remove unbound blocking BSA. Material retention was reduced (6%, 19%, 8%, and 5% for PG, OVA, BSA, and β-gal*, respectively). After the final blocking-BSA wash, however, no further appreciable material retention was observed (Figure S-5, Supporting Information). Optimization of the CTAB wash and blocking step durations is underway and is anticipated to improve material retention and assay sensitivity.

In Step 5, proteins immobilized on the EIG were probed with fluorescently labeled detection antibodies. Antibodies conjugated with red fluorophores (Alexa Fluor 568) were electrophoretically introduced to the EIG for 15 min, incubated for 10 min, and unbound antibody was washed for ~15 min. Figure 3d reports probing results for 200 nM antibody bound to immobilized 600 nM PG. Red signal from the antibody was specific for the PG peak with an acceptable background (SNR = 34), 11 min after commencing the antibody wash. The SNR for the immobilized proteins conjugated with green fluorophore (Alexa Fluor 488) is acceptable even after almost 2 h of electric field application: 6, 16, 8, and 5 for PG, OVA, BSA, and β-gal*, respectively. Antibody probing of PG at two concentrations (600 vs 260 nM) reveals a concomitant response of probing antibody signal (1278 vs 637), suggesting that protein quantitation may be possible.

Antibody probing did not include a separate protein renaturation step required for conventional SDS slab-gel WB. Elimination of a specific renaturation step was anticipated, owing to the reports that CTAB-treated proteins retain native functions, as is advantageous for assay design. Conventional renaturation strategies, including filtration, dialution, and dialysis are not suitable for low-dispersion, multistage microfluidic assays, as integration is difficult and losses are not well controlled. Compared with conventional slab-gel WB, performance of the microfluidic WB format was notably advanced in all assay steps, as tabulated in the performance characterization summary (Table 1).

### Table 1. Performance Comparison of Slab-Gel and Microfluidic Western Blotting (WB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step</th>
<th>metric</th>
<th>slab-gel WB</th>
<th>microfluidic WB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loading</td>
<td>sample consumption</td>
<td>1–40 μg</td>
<td>0.01–0.5 μg (loaded mass)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>separation</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plate number (N)</td>
<td>~1000⁶⁶</td>
<td>2690 (PG), 486 (OVA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mobility variation</td>
<td>10%⁶⁷</td>
<td>2.2–4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer and immobilization</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>capture efficiency</td>
<td>29–89%/³⁴,⁶</td>
<td>21–100%/⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR variation</td>
<td>15%/⁵³</td>
<td>1.5–10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immunodetection</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>6–8 h</td>
<td>~2 h³⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>1 ng⁻⁴⁸⁴</td>
<td>~1 ng³⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mass of material actually injected to the microchamber is 0.5–25 pg.
³³ to 98 kDa proteins. ¹Initial capture efficiency. ²Duration not optimized. ³Detected using fluorescently labeled primary antibody, scanned on a fluorescence scanner. ⁴Based on the loaded mass.

Lactoferrin Detection in Human Tear Fluids Using EIG-Based Microfluidic WB. Immunoblotting assays are useful for the study of protein biomarkers of disease and dysfunction. Consequently, the microfluidic WB was implemented for the analysis of lactoferrin (LF), a putative biomarker for Sjögren’s syndrome (SS), an autoimmune disease where immune cells attack exocrine glands. PAGE analysis of LF in nondetergent conditions has been challenging due to the high pI (8.7) and a tendency for LF to nonspecifically associate with other proteins and substrates. While ELISA is often used to assess LF in human tears, nonspecific interactions with ELISA microplates may yield high backgrounds. Also, sizing information from CTAB-PAGE would improve assay specificity over ELISA. Bjerrum employed SDS-PAGE to assess the ratio of separated albumin and LF proteins in tears of SS patients and other connective tissue diseases, and used the ratio as a diagnostic test of SS. The CTAB microfluidic WB assay was optimized to assess LF. For assaying LF in 1× TA buffer, an increased CTAB concentration (0.5%) was used to prime the separation axis. Higher CTAB concentrations afforded separations with minimal dispersion, as the interaction of LF with the PA separation gel was reduced. Without a proper priming, LF was observed to nonspecifically associate with the PA gel, agreeing with previous findings. After an antibody screening, carrier-free goat polyclonal antihuman LF antibody was determined to provide a reliable blotting signal. Optimization of the blocking buffer yielded selection of diluted BSA (0.2%). Figure 4a shows the results for an ideal system of LF purified from human breast milk (400 nM) spiked into 1× TA buffer + 0.2% CTAB along with a protein ladder consisting of OVA (150 nM) and β-gal* (600 nM). At 16 s elapsed separation time (E = 84 V cm⁻¹), CTAB-PAGE resolved LF from the OVA and β-gal* (SR ≥ 1.5). We noted that an unresolved peak (*) about 85 kDa migrated closely with the LF peak. The source of the unidentified peak (*) was the β-gal* sample. After blotting, the antibody (red fluor) bound to LF (SNR = 275, 5 min after commencing antibody wash step).
After establishing baseline conditions for successful detection of LF in a TA buffer, LF in a complex biological matrix was assayed. For assay of LF in human tear fluid, 0.5% CTAB was also used to prime the separation axis. LF (400 nM) was spiked in LF-depleted human tear fluid (48X diluted with 1X TA buffer). Owing to the high background of proteins in tears (~500 species, total 8 mg/mL), CTAB in the sample buffer was increased to 0.7% to improve detergent association. At 14 s of elapsed separation time and 992 μm of separation length (E = 60 V·cm⁻¹), LF was fully resolved from the comigrating protein ladder OVA and β-gal* (Figure 4b) with the exception of the peak (*). The LF band was selectively immunoblotted by the antibody probe yielding an SNR of 43 (5 min after commencing antibody wash step). Study of endogenous LF expression in healthy and SS patient cohorts are underway. 

The integrated WB assay was demonstrated for assessment of LF in human tear fluid and yielded significant improvements in assay speed, sample/reagent consumption, reproducibility, and assay automation compared to conventional slab-gel WB. The small microchannel of our WB device allowed consumption of ~10-fold less material to fabricate gels and blotting membranes than traditional WB. Biological (e.g., heparin and synthetic macropolymers (e.g., polyacrylate sodium salt⁵⁴) are under investigation as inexpensive alternative capture moieties. Taken together, we anticipate broad applicability of the microfluidic WB in general biology or clinical laboratory settings. The automated, multistage microfluidic CTAB Western blotting forms a versatile platform technology for advancing to an era of “high throughput” proteomics.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We introduced and characterized a PA gel immobilization matrix (EIG) for electrostatic capture of proteins and employed the novel material to yield an integrated microfluidic WB capable of pan-analyte protein immobilization for antibody probing after detergent-based sizing. Detailed binding-mechanism studies suggested an electrostatic interaction between CTAB-laden proteins and the charge-patterned EIG. Although demonstrated for proteins, the EIG could be readily extended to immobilize and assay other important charged biomolecules such as DNA and RNA. A cationic detergent buffer system (CTAB-Tricine-arginine) yielded accurate M, information and was compatible with subsequent antibody probing without a time-consuming and dispersive protein renaturation process. The EIG-integrated microfluidic WB afforded a key advantage over previous approaches,¹³–¹⁵ the EIG enabled immobilization of all sized proteins, making the present approach directly analogous to slab-gel WB as copolymerization of capture and signal amplification through enzymatic reactions is feasible, analogous to slab-gel WB as copolymerization of capture and signal amplification through enzymatic reactions is feasible, and development is underway.

The integrated WB assay was demonstrated for assessment of LF in human tear fluid and yielded significant improvements in assay speed, sample/reagent consumption, reproducibility, and assay automation compared to conventional slab-gel WB. The small microchannel of our WB device allowed consumption of ~10-fold less material to fabricate gels and blotting membranes than traditional WB. Biological (e.g., heparin and synthetic macropolymers (e.g., polyacrylate sodium salt⁵⁴) are under investigation as inexpensive alternative capture moieties. Taken together, we anticipate broad applicability of the microfluidic WB in general biology or clinical laboratory settings. The automated, multistage microfluidic CTAB Western blotting forms a versatile platform technology for advancing to an era of “high throughput” proteomics.
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